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Abstract 

Purpose: This thesis aims to provide a set of recommendations on how synthetic speech could 

acoustically be manipulated to express a wide range of emotions. The expression of emotion in 

synthetic voice enables technology to create more natural interactions with its users. 

Methodology: A listening experiment presented 7x7 (Pitch x Rate) synthetic speech fragments and 

measured ratings on perceived emotions using the dimensional Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) and 

the discrete Product Emotion Measurement Tool (PrEmo). 

Findings: The findings indicate valence peaks at higher speaking pitch, with medium to slightly higher 

rate, arousal increases with speaking rate, and to smaller extent also with pitch, dominance increases 

by lowering pitch and lowering rate. The addition of the PrEmo measurement created an intuitive 

understanding of effects of speech pitch and rate. 

Implications: The findings indicate the possibility to evoke the perception of affect in the dimensions 

valence, arousal & dominance, by merely manipulating pitch & rate. Organizations using synthetic 

speech can use this knowledge to choose their pitch & rate corresponding with the affect they wish 

to express in their application. 

Value: This thesis revealed more fine-grained differences between different synthetic speech rates 

and pitches and showed the perceived affect of these manipulation using a dimensional affect 

model. These findings may be applied to conversational interfaces that aim to evoke emotional 

responses.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 The interface of the future 
Technological innovation is growing at an exponential rate (Kurzweil, 2005). Moore’s Law describes 

that the number of transistors fitting on an integrated circuit doubles every two years(Liddle, 2009; 

Schaller, 1997). This made technology grow exponentially in capabilities, shrink in size and shrink in 

price. In the last decade, small electronic devices have become ubiquitous. People have smartphones 

in their pockets, smartwatches on their wrist and tablets in their car. These devices allow us to get 

jobs faster and more conveniently, than in the time that we were reliant on letters, books and paper 

maps. Nowadays, we work with technology at our jobs, in our cars and in our homes more than ever 

before. With the increased adoption of technology in our daily life, pleasant cooperation between 

people and technology is becoming more and more important as well. The challenge that 

researchers, designers and developers face is to make technology that is just as pleasant to work 

with as working with people. The better people can work, or cooperate, with new technologies, the 

higher the chances that people accept those new technologies in their daily lives. 

What can we do to improve human-technology cooperation? To make working with technology more 

pleasant, it could adapt its communication strategy to match that of human communication. Where 

technologies communicate using bits and bytes, people are best at communicating via speech and 

gestures. When these modalities are applied to interactions between people and technology, those 

interactions may become more natural. People often treat technology unconsciously like other 

people (Nass & Moon, 2000; Reeves & Nass, 1996). When a computer greets us or compliments us, 

we feel more positive. When a computer is more cooperative it is perceived as more positive and 

when it works against the user, the user will have more negative attitude towards the computer. 

When a computer asks a user for feedback, users even show politeness by not reviewing the 

computer they are reviewing on negatively. Reviewing the computer from a different computer 

created more negative reviews(Nass, Moon, & Carney, 1999). These are all phenomena that show up 

in human-computer interactions that are the same for interactions among humans. Interactions with 

technology are likely to be more pleasant and natural for users, if they would follow the same 

patterns as communication between people. For example, people do not tend to show blue screens 

of death or error codes, but they would apologize for not understanding something. When people 

are sick, their facial expression and voice will show this. These examples of human-like 

communication indicate that there are opportunities to design technology more human-like, to make 

our cooperation with technology more pleasant. 

To enable communication between people and computers, an interface is required to translate 

between human language and digital processing. After the command line interface (CLI) and the 

graphical user interface (GUI), now becoming popular is the conversational user interface (CUI). The 

command line allows trained users to do predefined tasks by typing a line of text that is bound by 

very strict syntax rules. A graphical interface uses a display to show the information visually. With 

windows, folders and trash bins, the desktop metaphor was used to make the digital environment 

look familiar to the office environment. The most recent is the conversational interface, that aims to 

have conversations with its users on a turn-by-turn basis. Where a CLI and GUI both provide a static 

interface, a CUI strives to have a conversation in which both parties can dynamically determine 

where a conversation is going using human language. These interfaces can either use a visual 

representation of language as in a chatbot, or an auditory representation as in a voice user interface 

(VUI). 
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Most technologies today are developed with graphical interfaces to be controlled with the hands. 

Though, this is not particularly something we do in human-to-human communication. When people 

communicate amongst each other, we tend to use our voice as one of the primary methods to 

communicate (Nass & Brave, 2005). Recent developments in computing power have enabled the 

development of the voice user-interface, such as the Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa virtual 

assistants. These enable tasks like playing music, scheduling appointments or ordering products 

online solely by talking to the device. The adoption of these technologies has grown immensely quick 

in the last years (Kinsella, 2019). However, how are these technologies perceived by the user? 

1.2 Affective Technology 
The trend is to make the experience with technologies more conversational. Though, most current 

‘conversational’ applications feel more like a Q&A machine than a real conversation. Porcheron, 

Fischer, Reeves, & Sharples (2018) argue that current devices should not be called conversational, 

because turn-taking at talking cannot be considered a process that unfolds naturally, but rather is a 

result of preconfigured input/output. For most commands, the user needs to wake the device up, by 

saying its name like “Alexa” or “hey Google”. When a user says, “set a family quiz” Alexa doesn’t 

understand, but if a user says, “enable a family quiz”, a quiz game will be started. Users also need to 

have unnaturally long silences for a VUI to know that you finished your sentence and sometimes they 

recognize different words than were said by a user. In short, talking to a VUI still require extra effort 

that is not necessary in human conversation. However, to make devices communicate more fluently 

with people remains an interesting goal to strive for. 

One part of making the conversation more natural is to improve the flow of the dialogue. One aspect 

of the dialogue is the choice of words in the conversation. Next to the vocabulary, there is the 

presentation of the voice: the phonetics. People use different tones of voice when they are 

enthusiastic or when they are bored, when they are happy or sad, when they are angry or when they 

are afraid. Imagine hearing the word “sure”. Depending on the way it is said it could express 

enthusiastic confirmation, but it could also sound sarcastic and express disbelief. This variation in 

people’s voice can convey different meanings using the same words. Emotions not only show what 

people feel, but also what they think and how they are likely to behave (Russell, 2003). Emotions play 

an important part in structuring social interactions (McCarthy, 1989). 

When developing interactive technologies, the social aspect is essential. In a review, Nass & Moon 

(2000) presented how people apply social responses to computers, like stereotypes, politeness, 

reciprocity. Similarly, people will be considered very rude when they react with a different emotion 

than what is expected. Therefore, to not come across as rude, current voice interfaces will always 

show a slightly positive or neutral emotion. Future interfaces might apply different ways to politely 

respond to people with different moods, even when their users are angry or sad. Emotional 

intelligence, including empathy and mirroring emotions play an important role in this (Asada, 2015; 

Ochs, Pelachaud, & Sadek, 2008; Zhou, Huang, Zhang, Zhu, & Liu, 2017). To achieve this, an interface 

should know the user’s emotion, it should know social manners, and it should know how to express 

emotions. This is a necessity if we want to have computers to interact with us naturally and 

intelligently (Picard, 1995).  

To express affect, we first need to know how affect is modeled. There are several methods to model 

affect. A commonly used model in technological applications are the six basic emotions of Paul 

Ekman (Ekman, 1992). He found six emotions to be universal across cultures worldwide: anger, 

disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise. These emotions are discrete. Therefore, even when 

more emotions are added to the emotion model, many emotions in-between are missing. To simplify 
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emotion models and cover a fuller range, psychologists have applied factor analyses to reduce 

emotions to a limited number of dimensions. Mehrabian & Russell (1974) have reduced emotions to 

the three broader dimensions of affect: pleasure (synonymous to valence and evaluation), arousal 

(also referred to as activation and activity) and dominance (potency or power). This allows all 

emotions to be described using this three-dimensional space, with neutral in the middle. Figure 1 

shows how the six basic emotions map onto valence and arousal. Dominance is useful mainly to 

distinguish between anger and fear, which are high in both valence and arousal. Even though these 

three dimensions do not describe all aspects of affect, it allows modeling of a very wide variety of 

affect using only a few dimensions. If we would be able to manipulate these affective dimensions 

accurately and reliably, we could make technology with this wide variety of affect.  

 

Figure 1. This schematic shows how the basic six emotion map onto the valence-arousal dimensions (here referred to as 
pleasantness-activation). Copied from Russell & Feldman Barrett (1999) 

1.3 Affect in Speech 
How can synthetic voice be used to steer its perceived affect across these dimensions? Previous 

researchers (Schröder, 2006) have found that in human speech, different affective dimensions go 

together with different characteristics of speech, such as speaking rate, pitch, volume, frequency 

ranges, slopes, spectral slopes, etc. Marc Schröder provided a comprehensive overview of the 

research on emotions in speech in his dissertation (Schröder, 2003). By analyzing a human speech 

database including affect ratings, he found a long list of acoustic parameters that correlate with the 

affect dimensions. The long list of changing variables makes it difficult to determine which variable 

caused which change in affect. Additionally, the perception of affect is not only influenced by tone of 

voice, but also by affective content of the words using this method of research. This makes it difficult 

to determine which variable caused the changes in perceived affect. Ilie & Thompson (2006) have 

used an experimental design and manipulated rate, pitch and intensity of human speech. They for 

instance found that when speaking rate is increased, the speaker will be perceived as more aroused. 

Similarly, when speaking pitch is increased, the speaker is perceived to feel more pleasant. They 

found these effects with an experimental design in which each factor was either high or low. This 

however only describes the relationship between speech rate & pitch and affect in a limited way. The 

question remains where the tipping point is; at which point is a speech fragment perceived as highly 
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pleasant or highly aroused? How big does the difference in speech rate and pitch need to be to 

detect differences in perceived pleasantness or arousal? And will the same effects emerge when 

using synthetic speech rather than human speech? 

1.4 Research aims 
This study aims to understand the influences of speaking Rate and Pitch on the attribution of affect 

to synthetic voices. Based on findings by Ilie & Thompson (2006), we hypothesized that people would 

attribute higher Valence for synthetic voices with a higher Pitch, and would attribute higher Arousal 

for synthetic voices with a higher speaking Rate. Whereas Ilie & Thompson (2006) only studied the 

differences of Pitch and Rate between low and high, this study will test differences on a finer-grained 

scale using seven different Pitches and Rates. Research participants will rate these varying audio 

fragments on Valence, Arousal and Dominance to capture a wide range of affect. Next to direction of 

the Pitch and Rate effects, we also aim to find out what are the effects across the full scale: do they 

follow a linear relationship, or do they follow a more Gaussian distribution? In addition, this study 

measured discrete emotions to allow results to be interpreted intuitively.  
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2. Method 

2.1 Participants and design 
Fifty-three participants (23 male, 30 female, age M = 23.2, SD = 4.1) participated in an experiment 

with a 7 (Pitch) X 7 (Rate) within-subjects-design. A power analysis indicated that with 50 

participants, a power of .9, and an alpha of .05, effects as little as a Cohen’s f of 0.25 could be 

detected. Compared with effects found by Ilie & Thompson (2006; Cohen’s f = 0.42), this is more than 

adequate. The participants were recruited using the JF Schouten participant database at Eindhoven 

University of Technology. They received € 5 for their 30 minutes of participation. Most of them are 

bachelor and master students from Dutch nationality, but also eight international students 

participated. Participants required to have good English comprehension and good hearing.  

2.2 Materials 
The experiment presented each participant with 49 audio fragments of synthetic speech via 

headphones. The stimuli were short (0.7-5.1 seconds) audio fragments synthesized using the Google 

Cloud text-to-speech API (Google, n.d.) with the default “en-US-Standard-D” male WaveNet voice in 

WAV format. These were compressed to MP3 using Audacity. These fragments contained 20 

sentences which were validated to be affectively neutral by Ben-David, Van Lieshout, & Leszcz (2011) 

and are presented in Table 1. The sentences were synthesized using 7 Rates (50%, 63%, 79.4%, 100%, 

126%, 158.7%, and 200%) X 7 Pitches in semitones compared to the default setting (-9, -6, -3, 0, +3, 

+6, and +9). This created a total of 7 X 7 X 20 = 980 audio stimuli. Of these 980 stimuli, 49 audio 

fragments were presented to each participant, with each containing verbal content of one of the 

twenty sentences chosen randomly without replacement.  

Affectively neutral sentences 

1. A bag is in the room.  
2. I see a rug on the floor. 
3. Containers have a blue lid.  
4. Lots of bins are in the room. 
5. Digital clocks are common.  
6. Our body is made of water. 
7. Four drawers are in the cabinet.  
8. Red pipes are metallic. 
9. He stands on the deck.  
10. This is a garbage can. 
11. Her book is under her bed. 
12. Some tablecloths are in the basket. 
13. Her camera is in the bag. 
14. The earth is round. 
15. His glasses are on the table. 
16. There are magnets on the fridge. 
17. My spoon is on the table. 
18. This table is brown. 
19. One towel is folded. 
20. Your music sheets are on the stand. 

Table 1. Twenty affectively validated neutral sentences from Ben-David et al. (2011) used for creating the speech stimuli. 
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2.3 Measurements 
The emotional ratings were measured using the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM; Bradley & Lang, 

1994) and the Product Emotion Measurement Tool (PrEmo; Laurans & Desmet, 2017). SAM 

measured Valence, Arousal and Dominance using manikins, see Figure 2. Each dimension can be 

answered by choosing one of five manikins. This intuitive and short method helps minimizing time to 

finish the experiment. The affective dimensions Valence, Arousal and Dominance enable the 

detection of the finer-grained differences in emotions over a wide array of affect. The scale consists 

of five pictorial buttons for Valence, five for Arousal and five for Dominance. One of each needed to 

be chosen using a mouse click.  

PrEmo is also an intuitive scale, but it allows the selection of more descriptive and more prototypical 

discrete emotions. Since the PrEmo animations are not publicly available, the still version was used. 

Participants could choose one or several of these pictures as matching the emotion in the stimuli. An 

additional button for “none of these” was added for when none of the 14 emotions were applicable. 

 

Figure 2. The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) to rate the affective dimensions: Valence(top), Arousal(middle), and 
Dominance (bottom). Copied from Bradley & Lang (1994). 

 

 

Figure 3. The adapted Product Emotion Measurement Instrument (PrEmo2; Desmet & Wassink, n.d.) for rating discrete 
emotions. (top row, from left to right: joy, hope, pride, admiration, satisfaction, fascination and attraction; bottom row: 
sadness, fear, shame, contempt, dissatisfaction, boredom, disgust and added: “none of these”). Retrieved from  

2.4 Procedure 
The experiment was performed in the Psychology Lab at the Eindhoven University of Technology. At 

the start of the experiment, participants were informed about the aim of the study, the procedure, 

the usage of their data and their right to withdraw at any time. After signing an informed consent 

form, they received an oral instruction. 
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This instruction explained that the experiment was a listening and judgement task, in which 

participants’ task was to rate which emotions they perceived in the synthetic voice stimuli. The 

instruction was that the task is not to rate your own emotion, but to rate the emotion that was 

perceived in the voice of the speaker. Participants were instructed to focus on the sound of the voice 

instead of the content of the words in the sentence.  

In the rating part, 49 audio stimuli were presented via headphones in randomized order. Between 

every stimulus, the participant rated the emotions without time limit. In part 2, participant rated the 

20 text sentences on screen without audio in the same fashion. This part enabled checking if the 

verbal content is indeed emotionally equivalent. 

The ratings tasks were followed by demographics and manipulation check questions. Firstly, 

participants were asked about their sex, age and nationality, and about how often they experienced 

computers using voice to communicate with them. Then the effectiveness of the manipulations was 

checked by asking “Till what extend did the speaking rate vary between the different audio 

fragments?". The same question was asked with speaking pitch instead of speaking rate. Participants 

could answer with “not at all”, “slightly”, “moderately”, “very” or “extremely”. The last survey page 

asked, "How many audio fragments did you think contained:” followed by “too high-pitched speech”, 

“too low pitched speech”, “too fast pitch”, to “too slow pitch”. 

This experiment was programmed in Inquisit V4. Screenshots and the scripts can be found in 

Appendix B: Experiment Interface, and in Appendix D: Experiment Script.   
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3. Results 

This section describes how Pitch and Rate have influenced the affective dimensions Valence, Arousal 

and Dominance using multiple analyses. Firstly, a manipulation check was performed to test whether 

our manipulations of Pitch and Rate were successful. Section 3.2 describes the affective content of 

our sentences. Section 3.3 describes the relationship between Pitch & Rate and affect, using 

correlations, regression models and heatmaps. Lastly, section 3.4 shows how discrete emotions fit 

with different Pitches and Rates. 

3.1 Check of manipulation 
To check whether the manipulations were successful, participants’ responses to the two questions 

were inspected. All 53 subjects responded that they noticed variation Rate till the extent 

“moderately”, “very” or “extremely”, indicating Rate was perceived to vary noticeably. For the Pitch 

51 participants responded that they noticed variation “moderately”, “very” or “extremely”, indicating 

that Pitch varied noticeably for almost all subjects. However, one subject answered, “not at all”, and 

one subject answered with “slightly”. These two participants did not respond considerably different 

to any of the other measures, and their responses were included in any of the further analyses. 

Answers to the two manipulation check questions are displayed in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. Manipulation check of Rate and Pitch. This chart shows the answers to the question “Till what extend did the 
speaking [Pitch/Rate] vary between the different audio fragments?". Two out of fifty-three participants answered Pitch 
varied less then moderately. The majority have confirmed that the manipulations where manipulated successfully. 

3.2 Verbal equivalence 
This section describes whether the sentences used in the audio stimuli influenced the ratings of 

affect. Figure 5 shows Valence, Arousal & Dominance ratings for audio stimuli and Figure 6 for text 

stimuli. These two figures clearly indicate that all sentences were more or less equivalent in Valence, 

Arousal and Dominance. The sentences rated highest and lowest on the emotional dimensions for 

text stimuli are not rated highest and lowest in the audio stimuli, as can be seen by the locations of 

the numerical labels on the x-axis. Therefore, these ratings do not provide any reasons to exclude 

certain sentences from further analysis.  
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Figure 5. Mean Valence, Arousal and Dominance ratings per sentence content for audio stimuli. Means are plotted with 
black dots, and the 95% confidence interval is indicated by whiskers. All individual ratings are plotted with grey jitter in the 
background. Sentence numbers are ordered on mean rating, so that the most left and most right sentence can be evaluated 
if they are outliers. 

 

Figure 6. Mean Valence, Arousal and Dominance ratings per sentence content for audio stimuli. Means are plotted with 
black dots, and the 95% confidence interval is indicated by whiskers. All individual ratings are plotted with grey jitter in the 
background. Sentence numbers are ordered on mean rating, so that the most left and most right sentence can be evaluated 
if they are outliers. Remarkably, text stimuli are generally rated lower on Arousal than audio stimluli in Figure 5. 

3.3 Effects of Pitch & Rate on Valence, Arousal & Dominance  
This section describes the relationship between Pitch & Rate and the affective dimensions. It consists 

of correlation analysis, followed by a more fine-grained regression analysis, ending with heat maps 

that show interaction effects. 

3.3.1 Correlations 

For a first general analysis of the relationships between Pitch & Rate and Valence, Arousal & 

Dominance, Spearman’s correlations were calculated. This is similar to the more common Pearson 

correlation, but is suitable for ordinal data. 

For the ratings of Valence, a positive association with Pitch was hypothesized. There was indeed a 

positive correlation between Pitch and Valence, rs(2595) = 0.25, p < .0001. Furthermore, a positive 

correlation was found between Rate and Valence, rs(2595) = 0.21, p < .0001. This shows that across 

conditions both higher Pitch and higher Rate was perceived as more positively. 
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For Arousal, the hypothesis was to find a positive association with Rate. Similar to Valence ratings, 

both positive correlations between Pitch and Arousal, rs(2595) = 0.20, p < .0001, and Rate and 

Arousal, rs(2595) = 0.39, p < .0001 were observed. The correlation with Rate is stronger than with 

Pitch. This shows that faster speech fragments, as well as higher pitched ones, were rated as more 

aroused. 

In contrast to Valence and Arousal, this study did not define a hypothesis regarding Dominance. 

However, a Spearman’s correlation shows that Dominance is both negatively associated with Pitch, 

rs(2595) = -0.23, p < .0001, and to a lesser extend with Rate, rs(2595) = -0.10, p < .0001, showing that 

higher pitched and faster fragments are perceived as less dominant. 

3.3.2 Regression models 

The correlations already give an indication of the relationship between Pitch & Rate and the Valence, 

Arousal & Dominance dimensions. A correlation however, shows merely the linear relationship, while 

our data does not follow a clear linear relationship, as can be seen in Figure 6. Especially the 

relationship between Rate and Valence, shown in the lower left of that figure is more shaped like a 

parabola, indicating a more quadratic relationship. To better understand the relationship between 

speech characteristics and affect, data on these components were submitted to regression models. 

 

Figure 7. Mean Valence, Arousal & Dominance ratings by Pitch condition (top row) and by Rate condition (bottom row). The 
mean ratings are plotted with a black dot inside whiskers that show the boundaries of the 95% confidence interval. The 
background shows all individual ratings jittered in grey. 

More specifically, for each of the three dimensions of affect (Valence, Arousal and Dominance), a 

regression model was used with the categorical predictors for each level of Pitch and Rate. The 

sentence ID was added as a third predictor to reduce error variance related to the content of those 
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sentences. Since the affect ratings are ordinal variables, an ordinal logistic regression was performed. 

Additionally, the data is not independent. Therefore, a mixed level model was necessary to control 

for between-subject differences, making it a mixed ordinal regression.  

The ordinal logistic model estimates a single equation (regression coefficients) over the levels of the 

dependent variable. If we consider a change in Valence to be dependent on the level of Pitch and 

interpret the coefficients in odds ratios, we are comparing responses to the current Pitch to those on 

all other Pitches. This means that, compared to the default Pitch, the odds for cases in other Pitches 

to reach a Valence score one level higher are the proportional odds times larger. More specifically, 

an odds ratio of 1.96 of the condition Pitch +9 is the proportional odds ratio of comparing a Pitch of 

+9 semitones with the default Pitch, while the other variables in the model are held constant. For a 

Pitch of +9 semitones, the odds of obtaining a score of 5 versus the combined odds of findings scores 

of 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 1.96 times higher than for the default Pitch. 

Valence Ratings 

Table 2 shows the odds ratios from the mixed ordinal model for the Pitch factors on Valence. As can 

be seen in this table, the higher the Pitch, the higher the Valence. The odds ratios are increasing for 

each level in Pitch, and therefore not providing a lot of additional information to the previously 

found correlations. However, as can be seen in Table 3, the odds ratios for Rate levels on Valence do 

show differences from the correlation. Table 3 shows that both reducing Rate and increasing Rate 

decreased the odds of having a higher Valence rating. The 126% Rate condition has the highest odds 

for having higher Valence, but the difference is only small, with an odds ratio of 1.16 (95% CI, 0.93 to 

1.45) Wald χ2(31) = 489, p = 0.18. The lowest odds for a higher Valence were obtained for the slowest 

speech condition of 50%, with an odds ratio of 0.16 (95% CI, 0.11 to 0.21), Wald χ2(31) = 

489, p < .001. These findings are consistent with the Rate-Valence graph in the lower left of Figure 7, 

showing that decreases in Rate have a stronger negative effect on Valence than increases in Rate. 

Pitch Odds 
Ratio 

95% CI  
lower 

95% CI 
upper 

-9 0.40* 0.29 0.54 

-6 0.60* 0.48 0.75 

-3 0.85 0.68 1.06 

0 - - - 

3 1.67* 1.30 2.16 

6 1.89* 1.41 2.52 

9 1.96* 1.18 3.25 
Table 2. Odds ratios of Pitch factors on Valence in a 
mixed ordinal model with Pitch and Rate as predictors. 
Higher Pitches have higher odds to be rated a higher 
Valence.  
* indicates factor is significantly different from default, 
with p < .05 

Rate Odds 
Ratio 

95% CI  
lower 

95% CI 
upper 

50 % 0.16* 0.11 0.21 

63 % 0.26* 0.20 0.33 

79 % 0.63* 0.48 0.81 

100 % - - - 

126 % 1.16 0.93 1.45 

159 % 0.64* 0.48 0.84 

200 % 0.57* 0.41 0.79 
Table 3. Odds ratios of Rate factors on Valence in a 
mixed ordinal model with Pitch and Rate as predictors. 
Both increased and reduced Rate have reduced odds to 
be rated a higher Valence. 
* indicates factor is significantly different from default, 
with p < .05 

Arousal Ratings 

Table 4 shows the odds ratios from the mixed ordinal model for the Pitch factors on Arousal. 

Remarkably, the Pitch condition -9 has a slightly higher odds ratio, with an odds ratio of 0.70 (95% CI, 

0.52 to 0.81), Wald χ2(31) = 326, p < .02 than the Pitch condition -6, with an odds ratio of 0.62 (95% 

CI, 0.47 to 0.81), Wald χ2(31) = 326, p < .001. The confidence intervals of these conditions however 

are largely overlapping, so this difference is small and may be due to chance. Secondly the table 

shows that increasing the Pitch with +9 semitones has a much bigger influence on Arousal, with an 
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odds ratio of 2.69 (95% CI, 1.89 to 3.82), Wald χ2(31) = 326, p < .001, than decreasing the Pitch till the 

lowest condition with an odds ratio of 0.70 (95% CI, 0.52 to 0.94), Wald χ2(31) = 326, p = .01. 

Table 5 shows the odds ratios from the mixed ordinal model for the Rate factors on Arousal. It shows 

that just like for Pitch, increasing Rate has a stronger effect on Arousal then decreasing Rate. Like the 

correlation, the odds ratios show Rate has a larger effect on Arousal. Increasing the Rate to 200% 

was associated with an increase in the odds of rating Arousal 1 point higher, with the highest odds 

ratio of 7.84 (95% CI, 4.45 to 13.81), Wald χ2(31) = 326, p < .0001. 

Pitch Odds 
Ratio 

95% CI  
lower 

95% CI 
upper 

-9 0.70* 0.52 0.94 

-6 0.62* 0.47 0.81 

-3 0.81 0.65 1.02 

0 - - - 

3 1.38* 1.11 1.72 

6 1.85* 1.44 2.37 

9 2.69* 1.89 3.82 
Table 4. Odds ratios of Pitch factors on Arousal in a 
mixed ordinal model with Pitch and Rate as predictors. 
Higher Pitches have higher odds to be rated a higher 
Arousal.  
* indicates factor is significantly different from default, 
with p < .05 

Rate Odds 
Ratio 

95% CI  
lower 

95% CI 
upper 

50 % 0.50* 0.30 0.83 

63 % 0.62* 0.43 0.90 

79 % 0.84 0.68 1.04 

100 % - - - 

126 % 1.99* 1.61 2.46 

159 % 4.65* 3.25 6.65 

200 % 7.84* 4.45 13.81 
Table 5. Odds ratios of Rate factors on Arousal in a mixed 
ordinal model with Pitch and Rate as predictors. Higher 
rates have higher odds to be rated a higher Arousal. 
* indicates factor is significantly different from default, 
with p < .05

Dominance Ratings 

The Pitch-Dominance relationship in Figure 7 seems to show that Pitch -3, 0 and 3 are rated similarly, 

with a mean Dominance of around 3. Pitch -9 and -6 are rated as most dominant, and Dominance +6 

and +9 as least dominant. This is also reflected in the odds ratios in Table 6, which show that low 

Pitch voices have a higher odds to be rated more dominantly, with the odds ratio of a Pitch of -9 

semitones of 1.80, 95% CI [1.36 to 2.36], Wald χ2(31) = 180, p < .0001; odds ratio(Pitch=-6) = 1.82 

[95% CI, 1.44 to 2.31], Wald χ2(31) = 180, p < .0001. High Pitch voices are rated as more submissive 

(odds ratio(Pitch=6) = 0.55 [95% CI, 0.39 to 0.77], Wald χ2(31) = 180, p < .0001; odds ratio(Pitch=9) = 

0.46, 95% CI [0.29, 0.73], Wald χ2(31) = 180, p = .001). The two factors with a Pitch shift of three 

semitones (-3 & 3) induced only small differences that were not significant. 

Table 7 shows the odds ratios from the mixed ordinal model for the Rate factors on Dominance. As 

the table shows, faster speech induced lower attributed Dominance. However, only the fastest 

condition of 200% Rate, was associated with a significant decrease in odds of rating Dominance 

higher, with an odds ratio of 0.53 (95% CI, 0.36 to 0.78), Wald χ2(31) = 180, p = .001). This increase in 

Rate made the voice perceived as being more submissive. Other effects were not significant, but 

roughly follow a linear pattern.  
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Pitch Odds 
Ratio 

95% CI 
lower 

95% CI 
upper 

-9 1.80* 1.36 2.36 

-6 1.82* 1.44 2.31 

-3 1.18 0.97 1.45 

0 - - - 

3 0.90 0.69 1.17 

6 0.55* 0.39 0.77 

9 0.46* 0.29 0.73 
Table 6. Odds ratios of Pitch factors on Dominance in a 
mixed ordinal model with Pitch and Rate as predictors. 
Lower Pitches have higher odds to be rated a higher 
Dominance.  
* indicates factor is significantly different from default, 
with p < .05 

Rate Odds 
Ratio 

95% CI 
lower 

95% CI 
upper 

50 % 1.17 0.76 1.79 

63 % 1.19 0.85 1.68 

79 % 0.99 0.78 1.26 

100 % - - - 

126 % 0.92 0.72 1.18 

159 % 0.82 0.61 1.10 

200 % 0.53* 0.36 0.78 
Table 7. Odds ratios of Rate factors on Dominance in a 
mixed ordinal model with Pitch and Rate as predictors. 
Lower Rates have higher odds to be rated a higher 
Dominance. Only the 200% factor is significantly 
different from the 100% Rate condition. The other 
differences are small. 
* indicates factor is significantly different from default, 
with p < .05

3.3.3 Heatmaps 

In addition to the regression models, heatmaps can intuitively show the effects of Pitch & Rate 

including interaction effects. The three heatmaps show grids for each Pitch x Rate condition with the 

affective dimension colored red for a high affect in that dimension. In each grid, also the mean in 

displayed which corresponds with the color, and the standard deviation is written below within 

brackets. 

Figure 8 shows the effects of the Pitch and Rate conditions on Valence. As can be seen in this figure, 

speech parameters with high Pitch and medium to high Rate create the most positively perceived 

voice, whereas low Pitch and low Rate both induced the perception of negative affect. The standard 

deviations in the heatmap also show that variance increases towards the more extreme conditions. 

Lastly when either Pitch or Rate is very low, the effect of the other speech characteristic is largely 

diminished. 

 

Figure 8. This heatmap shows the mean (+SD) attributed Valence for each Pitch x Rate condition, with the color 
corresponding with the mean. The map shows Valence ratings peak at high Pitch and normal or slightly higher Rate. 
Standard deviations increase towards the corners of the map. Minimizing either Pitch or Rate decreases Valence, with the 
minimum Valence at lowest Pitch & lowest Rate. 
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Figure 9 shows the effects of the Pitch and Rate conditions on Arousal. It shows that Arousal 

increased for increasing Pitch and increasing Rate, with Rate having a much stronger effect. As can be 

seen in this figure, the highest Arousal was attributed to voice with the highest Pitch and the highest 

Rate, and the lowest Arousal is attributed the voice with lowered Rate and Pitch (Pitch = -6; Rate = 

63%). The differences between the lowest condition and surrounding conditions were very small 

(2.26 ≤ Arousal ≤ 2.62). Variance also increased for the boundary conditions. 

 

Figure 9. This heatmap shows the mean (+SD) attributed Arousal for each Pitch x Rate condition, with the color 
corresponding with the mean. The map shows that Arousal ratings peak at highest Pitch and highest Rate. Standard 
deviations increase towards the corners of the map. 

Figure 10 shows the effects of the Pitch and Rate conditions on Dominance. As can be seen in this 

figure, Dominance increased for decreasing Pitch and decreasing Rate. The colors follow a somehow 

opposite (and bit rotated) pattern of that of Arousal. The highest Dominance was attributed to low 

Pitch and low Rate voices, and the lowest Dominance was attributed to high Pitch and high Rate 

voices. For the two Pitches of +6 and higher, Dominance was rated low, regardless of Rate. Similarly, 

a Pitch of 200% shows a diminished effect of Rate. Variance shows to be higher at the extremes, as 

also observed for Valence and Arousal. 
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Figure 10. This heatmap shows the mean (+SD) attributed Dominance for each Pitch x Rate condition, with the color 
corresponding with the mean. The map shows that Dominance ratings peak towards the lowest Pitch and lowest Rate. 
Standard deviations increase towards the corners of the map. Horizontal color shifts are stronger than vertical, showing that 
Dominance more strongly correlates with Pitch, than with Rate. Remarkably, the effect of Pitch is strongly diminished for the 
200% Rate conditions. 

3.4 Effects of Pitch and Rate on discrete emotions. 
Previous sections have described the relationship between Pitch & Rate and the affective dimensions 

Valence, Arousal & Dominance. This section will describe the relation of Pitch & Rate with discrete 

emotion. People have rated the different Pitch & Rate speech fragments with one or several discrete 

emotions. For each condition the most chosen discrete emotion is shown in Figure 11. For three 

conditions two cartoons were rated the most with an equal percentage, but they were a combination 

of an emotion cartoon and the “no emotion” button. The emotion was given priority to show in the 

figure. The most chosen emotion for all the conditions were agreed on by between 17% and 42% of 

participants, with mean 27% (SD = 6%). For comparison: a random choice between 14 emotions 

would have a mean of 7% of the votes per emotion. Participants have rated one speech fragment 

with a mean number of 1.08 (SD = 0.78) emotions per speech fragment. 

For the center and upper left quadrant of Figure 11, many subjects indicated that no emotions where 

applicable. The upper right shows mostly joy, hope, fascination, but also fear in one condition, as the 

only negative emotion in this quadrant. The lower right shows bored, angry, and one positive with 

admiration. The lower left shows mostly angry emotions. 
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    Pitch    
Rate -9 -6 -3 0 +3 +6 +9 

200% 

       

159% 

       

126% 

       

100% 

       

79% 

       

63% 

       

50% 

       

Figure 11. This figure shows which PrEmo cartoon was chosen most often per Pitch x Rate condition. The center and upper 
left quadrant show many subjects indicated that no emotions where applicable. The upper right shows mostly joy, hope, 
fascination, but also fear in one condition, which is the only negative emotion. The lower right shows bored, angry, and one 
positive with admiration. The lower left shows mostly angry emotions. 

Figure 12 shows discrete emotions on the Valence & Arousal axes from Russell (1980) compared with 

the most rated discrete emotions by the participants. The upper right quadrant all shows positive, 

aroused emotions, similar to Russell’s “excited” and “pleased”. The lower right quadrant shows 

“anger”, with would be expected at low Valence and high Arousal, and it shows “boredom”, which is 

near Russell’s “sleepy”. The lower left quadrant shows that “angry” was mostly chosen, although if 

Rate would determine Arousal, “angry” should be expected in the upper left quadrant. In the upper 

left quadrant, people mostly rated that no emotions were applicable, and “contempt”. Overall, it is 

clear that the upper right side shows high Valence, and the bottom and left side show low Valence. 

Moreover, the top left shows excitement, and the bottom sleepiness, which is in line with what we 

would expect from the Rate-Arousal hypothesis. 
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Figure 12. Most chosen PrEmo overlaid with a copy of regression weights of Valence and Arousal for discrete emotions 
(Russell, 1980). The text balloons show the names of the emotion that belongs to the cartoon from (Laurans & Desmet, 
2017) 

This study gathered data using PrEmo and SAM. Future research could do a more thorough 

comparison between these different measurements of emotion. If the knowledge gap of how 

discrete emotions map onto the dimensions of affect will be reduced, future researchers might be 

able to infer one from the other. Appendix A provides Valence, Arousal & Dominance means for each 

PrEmo cartoon for reference. 

3.5 Voice guidelines 
For discrete emotion cartoon, the average Pitch and Rate where annotated in Figure 13. These 

guidelines might be used as a tool to select the right Pitch & Rate based on an intuitive cartoon to 

induce the affect wanted for a particular voice application. 
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Figure 13. This figure shows rounded mean Pitch & Rate for each emotion cartoon for all speech fragments where it was 
selected. This overview could be used as guidelines to select the Pitch & Rate for the emotion a particular application needs. 
For simplicity, Pitch adjustments of +1 or -1 and for +10% and -10% have been hidden. The percentages indicate changes in 
Rate, with below it the Pitch chance indicated. Green indicates an increase and orange a decrease. 
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4. Discussion 

This thesis aimed to deliver insights in the effects of Rate and Pitch in synthetic voice on the affect 

attributed by human listeners. Participants rated 49 speech fragments varying in Pitch & Rate on 

Valence, Arousal, Dominance and Emotion. It was expected that Rate would be correlated with 

Arousal and Pitch with Valence. The next sections will discuss the findings on each of these measured 

elements. 

Valence 

The results confirm the previous findings from Ilie & Thompson (2006) that Pitch and Valence are 

correlated. However, a linear relationship doesn’t show to be accurate in describing this relationship. 

Valence showed to maximize at a Pitch of +6 semitones, and with Rates of 100% to 126%. In practice, 

a high Valence voice would be most useful, since people prefer to communicate with positive things. 

Just imagine having to communicate with voice that is bored or sad compared to one that is excited.  

Although there might be cases where showing positivity or pleasure might be inappropriate. Think of 

voice interfaces used by funeral organizations or humanitarian aid organizations. So now that we 

know how to express emotions, the question remains open which emotion is most appropriate in 

which situation.  

The highest and lowest conditions of Pitch and Rate show less agreement among participants about 

what is the level of Valence expressed. An explanation for this could be that the highest and lowest 

speech conditions lie outside of the natural range of Pitch & Rate that naturally occur in human 

speech. Another explanation is that very slow and very high Rates, sometimes show some speech 

synthesis artefacts, making it sound unnatural. It is therefore important to design speech interfaces 

such that these extremes of Pitch and Rate are omitted. 

The fact that participants rated a higher Rate with a higher Valence could be due to the young 

sample size. Younger people tend prefer to listen to faster speech, like the currently popular 

YouTube vloggers who have a very high information rate. The fact that a slightly higher Pitch was 

rated with higher Valence, might also explain why most voice assistants use a female voice by 

default. 

Arousal 

The results confirm the expected association between Rate and Arousal. Arousal shows to be 

strongly influenced by Rate, and less strongly also by Pitch. Increases in Pitch and Rate led to higher 

Arousal, including the highest conditions. This either indicates that there are no boundaries to this 

relationship or that the cut-off lies outside of range tested in the experiment. In daily life, this means 

that when people are angry or excited, they will talk faster and will on average talk with a higher 

Pitch. When they are calm or sleepy their voice will be slower and lower Pitched. To create voices 

that convey a high Arousal both Rate and Pitch should be chosen at a higher level. So in practice, 

when a high Arousal is useful for making people excited or scare (depending on Valence), and a low 

Arousal is useful for making people relaxed. 

Dominance 

Both with increasing Pitch and increasing Rate, voices are perceived as less dominant. In practice this 

means that high Dominance is associated with simultaneously low Pitch and slow speaking. This 

shows similarities with dominant alpha male characteristics, like James Bond, who talks slowly with a 

deep voice, whereas Sheldon Cooper from the Big Bang Theory has much higher voice and shows a 

much less dominant personality. In more extreme emotions, fear would for example be low in 
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dominance and go paired with high-pitched and faster screaming, whereas angry parents would raise 

their voice paired with a lower pitch and likely more calm speaking. 

Discrete Emotions 

The most chosen discrete emotion per Pitch x Rate conditions till some extent overlap nicely with 

how discrete emotions are mapped onto the Valence & Arousal dimensions by Russell (1980). The 

discrete emotions that overlap nicely are the emotions: “excited”, “pleased”, “sleepy”, “frustrated”. 

The emotion that didn’t overlap is mainly “angry”. With low Valence and low Arousal, anger would 

be expected to be perceived for low Pitch and high Rate speech. However, it was perceived for low 

Pitch and low Rate speech. For high Pitch, the range of Rate followed the discrete emotions from 

Russell fairly well, but for low Pitch they didn’t. There is no obvious explanation for this. However, 

four of the six basic universal of Ekman (1992) have low valence, which might have been an overload 

of choice options. This might have created a wider spread of chosen emotions and it may have led 

participants to respond that no emotions were applicable. During debriefing, participants also 

commented that choosing an emotion was hard. The number of emotions that could be selected by 

PrEmo could have been too limited to convey all emotions that have been perceived.  

4.1 Societal Implications 
This thesis has revealed finer-grained relationship between Pitch and Rate and affect than was 

available before. The Pitch and Rate guidelines for different emotions allows designers of synthetic 

voice applications to put thought in which Pitch and Rate they want to use. This will allow their 

applications to sound more affective and more natural. In other words, synthetic speech will be able 

to sound more like human speech. For the general public, this field of research will lead to 

technology that shows more affect & empathy. For disabled groups the effects are even larger. 

Imagine people that are dependent on Text-to-Speech technology. Stephen Hawking was a famous 

user of synthetic speech, because his body was paralyzed. His synthetic voice, although revolutionary 

at the time, was very monotonous and robotic. Paralyzed people in the future will be able to show 

affect in their speech. The widespread adoption of voice interfaces in general means people with 

limited eye-sight are also enable using technology more easily.  

4.2 Limitations & Future Work 
A limitation of this study is that a within experimental design allows the participants to know what 

hypotheses the experiment is testing. In a lab study, with a within-subject experiment, effects might 

show up bigger than effects would be in real-world conditions. Participants had the opportunity to 

compare different conditions before deciding the ratings. A within participants design with 

randomization however allowed us to find smaller effects and exclude all possible confounds and 

interpersonal differences. This allowed us to find causal relationship between Pitch & Rate and 

Affect. A future study with a between participants design would allow us to see if the effects remain 

if people don’t get to rate 49 varying fragments in a row. 

A second limitation of this study is that our measurements are based on introspection. One point on 

a five-point Likert scale makes it difficult to quantify what the effects mean in real-world conditions. 

How do these findings translate to different contexts? This study however found significant 

differences between affective differences for Pitch & Rate. A follow-up study could create a more 

meaningful measurement. For example, a between-subjects experiment could be designed in which 

an affective voice is compared with a neutral voice. The affective voice would be based on 

recommendations from this study. Participants could be asked which voice agent they preferred to 
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use. Other interesting measures could reveal if an affective voice will lead to more sales after a sales 

pitch, better memory after telling a story and feeling more comfort after digital counseling. 

There are many limitations imaginable. The last important one that should be mentioned, is that 

Pitch & Rate are just two aspects that vary in speech. These were uniformly increased for the 

complete length of one sentence, whereas a natural sentence may vary in rate and speech 

dynamically throughout the sentence. Also included could have been: intensity, spectral properties, 

and long list of more aspects. This study however chose to focus on a few variables to keep the 

number of conditions (7^#variables) achievable in a full factorial design. Moreover, Pitch & Rate are 

currently very easily adjustable for voice application developers. 

4.3 Conclusion 
The search for the interface of the future has led us to the voice interface. This interface, which is 

recently surging in popularity, looks promising for natural communication with technology. However, 

communicating with them is not always that fluently yet. Understanding emotions of the user, 

expressing emotion and showing empathy will bring the interface of the future to a higher perceived 

intelligence and naturalness level. This thesis shows that synthetic speech can evoke emotions along 

several different dimensions of affect by merely changing the speaking rate and speaking pitch. I 

follow the technological developments with great interest, and I look forward to interacting with the 

interface of the future. 
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6. Appendix A: VAD values of PrEmo 

For future references, Table 8 shows Valence, Arousal & Dominance means for each PrEmo cartoon. 

This might allow future researchers who use PrEmo to make inferences about these three 

dimensions of affect without needing the extra measurement. Extra validation tests in a different 

context could show the reliability of these associations. 

PrEmo Description Valence Arousal Dominance 

1 joy 4.2 3.9 2.8 

2 hope 3.8 3.4 2.7 

3 pride 3.5 2.9 3.3 

4 admiration 3.9 3.4 2.7 

5 satisfaction 3.5 2.8 3.2 

6 fascination 3.7 3.2 2.8 

7 attraction 3.7 3.5 3.0 

8 sadness 1.8 2.8 2.5 

9 fear 2.4 3.8 2.7 

10 shame 2.3 3.1 2.0 

11 contempt 2.4 3.0 3.4 

12 dissatisfaction 2.1 3.3 3.8 

13 boredom 2.7 2.0 2.9 

14 disgust 1.9 3.0 3.5 

15 “none of these” 2.9 2.6 2.9 
Table 8. This table shows the average Valence, Arousal & Dominance for each PrEmo cartoon when it was selected. 
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7. Appendix B: Experiment Interface 

Figure 14 & Figure 15 show the interface of rating audio and text. 

 

Figure 14. Screenshot of Inquisit Interface for rating audio. 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Screenshot of Inquisit Interface for rating text. 
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8. Appendix C: Synthetic Speech Script 

This appendix shows the Python code for creating the audio stimuli 

1. # -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 
2. """ 
3. Created on Thu Feb 14 11:40:33 2019 
4. Synthesizes speech from the input string and voice parameters using 

Google TTS. 

5. Based on Google's template from: https://cloud.google.com/text-to-
speech/docs/reference/libraries#using_the_client_library 

6. @author: Bas Ravoo 
7. """ 
8.   
9. #add google credentials to path  
10. #set GOOGLE_APPLICATION_CREDENTIALS=C:\Users\Bas01\Google 

Drive\Studie Drive\Afstuderen\Stimuli en code\TTS test-

58d671fcd2c1.json 

11.   

12. import numpy as np 

13. import pandas as pd 

14. import os 

15. audiopath = r"C:\Users\Bas01\Google Drive\Studie 

Drive\Afstuderen\Stimuli en code\audio" 

16. infoname = r"C:\Users\Bas01\Google Drive\Studie 

Drive\Afstuderen\Stimuli en code\audio\info.txt" 

17.   

18. def synthesize(text, pitch, rate, filename, voicename = 'en-US-

Standard-D'): 

19.     from google.cloud import texttospeech 

20.      

21.     # Instantiates a client 

22.     client = texttospeech.TextToSpeechClient() 

23.      

24.     # Set the text input to be synthesized 

25.     synthesis_input = texttospeech.types.SynthesisInput(text=text) 

26.      

27.     # Build the voice request, select the language code ("en-US") 

and the ssml 

28.     # voice gender ("neutral") 

29.     voice = texttospeech.types.VoiceSelectionParams( 

30.         language_code='en-US', 

31.         name=voicename) 

32.      

33.     # Select the type of audio file you want returned 

34.     audio_config = texttospeech.types.AudioConfig( 

35.         audio_encoding=texttospeech.enums.AudioEncoding.LINEAR16, 

36.         pitch= pitch, 

37.         speaking_rate = rate) 

38.      

39.     # Perform the text-to-speech request on the text input with the 

selected 

40.     # voice parameters and audio file type 

41.     response = client.synthesize_speech(synthesis_input, voice, 

audio_config) 

42.     synthaudio = response.audio_content 

43.      

44.     #add noise 

45.     #packed_value = struct.pack('h', 0)  #add zeroes 

46.   
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47.     # The response's audio_content is binary. 

48.     #filename = voicename +"Sentence_" + text +  "r_"+ str(rate) 

+"p_"+ str(pitch) + ".mp3" 

49.     filename = filename + ".wav" 

50.     with open(os.path.join(audiopath, filename), 'wb') as out: 

51.         # Write the response to the output file. 

52.         out.write(synthaudio) 

53.         print('Audio content written to file ' + filename) 

54.   

55. twentysent = """A bag is in the room.  

56. I see a rug on the floor. 

57. Containers have a blue lid.  

58. Lots of bins are in the room. 

59. Digital clocks are common.  

60. Our body is made of water. 

61. Four drawers are in the cabinet.  

62. Red pipes are metallic. 

63. He stands on the deck.  

64. This is a garbage can. 

65. Her book is under her bed. 

66. Some tablecloths are in the basket. 

67. Her camera is in the bag. 

68. The earth is round. 

69. His glasses are on the table. 

70. There are magnets on the fridge. 

71. My spoon is on the table. 

72. This table is brown. 

73. One towel is folded. 

74. Your music sheets are on the stand. """ 

75. sentences = twentysent.splitlines() 

76.   

77. def test(): 

78.     synthesize(sentences[0], 0, 1,"test") # "en-US-Wavenet-D"     

79. #test() 

80.   

81. no_emo_text = "Whaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah! Boohoo! I just lost my 

phone! I am so sad!!! ha-ha-ha-HA-ha!" 

82. #synthesize(no_emo_text, 0, 1,"no_emo") 

83.   

84. def produceNN20(n, voice= 'en-US-Standard-D'): 

85.     pitches =  np.linspace(-9,9,n).round(3) #Google limits are (-

20,20) 

86.     rates = np.geomspace(0.5,2,n).round(3)    #Google limits are 

(0.25, 4.00) 

87.     filenumber = 1 

88.     columns = ["filename", "rate", "pitch","sentence"] 

89.     info = pd.DataFrame(columns = columns) 

90.     for r in rates: 

91.         for p in pitches: 

92.             for s in sentences: 

93.                 pass 

94.                 sentence = s #sentences[(filenumber-

1)%len(sentences)] 

95.                 synthesize(sentence, p, r, str(filenumber), voice) 

96.                 info = info.append({"filename": 

str(filenumber)+".wav", "rate": r, "pitch": p, "sentence": 

sentence},ignore_index=True) 

97.                 filenumber += 1 

98.     return(info) 

99.   

100. n = 7 # n pitches x n rates   
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101. info = produceNN20(n, "en-US-Wavenet-D") 
102. print(info) 
103. np.savetxt(infoname, info.values, delimiter = ",", fmt = ['%s', 

'%f', '%f', '%s'] ) 
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9. Appendix D: Experiment Script  

A millisecond Self-Assesment Manikin script from the online library (Borchert, 2017) has been used 

for providing the code structure and the SAM images. The code however needed to be written 

completely from scratch due to the different setup of this experiment. The need for audio stimuli 

instead of visual stimuli required a different structure. For usage of the university license, the code 

has been written for Inquisit V4, which syntax is slightly different from the newest V5. 

9.1 Main Audio Rating Code 
This is the main code that creates the experiment, refers to the other scripts and creates the audio 

rating task. 

1.  ***Step by step making of SAM with audio stimuli 
2.   

3. ____________________________________________________________________ 

4.   

5. <values> 

6. /numberofaudiotrials = 49 

7. /numberoftexttrials = 20 

8.   

9. /ratingScaleScalingFactor = 0.6 

10. /ratingScalePosition  = 10% 
11. /boxSize = 8% 
12. /submitButtonSize =0 
13. /filename = "" 
14.   
15. /trialnumber = 0 
16. /targetIndex = 1 
17. /rt = "" 
18. /startTime = "" 
19. /completed = 0; 
20. /playcount = 0 
21. /condition = 0; 
22. /sentence = 0; 
23.   
24. /valence1 = 1 
25. /valence2 = 2 
26. /valence3 = 3 
27. /valence4 = 4 
28. /valence5 = 5 
29. /valenceSelected = 0 
30. /arousal1 = 1 
31. /arousal2 = 2 
32. /arousal3 = 3 
33. /arousal4 = 4 
34. /arousal5 = 5 
35. /arousalSelected = 0 
36. /dominance1 = 1 
37. /dominance2 = 2 
38. /dominance3 = 3 
39. /dominance4 = 4 
40. /dominance5 = 5 
41. /dominanceSelected = 0 
42. /discrete1 = 1 
43. /discrete2 = 2 
44. /discrete3 = 3 
45. /discrete4 = 4 
46. /discrete5 = 5 
47. /discrete6 = 6 
48. /discrete7 = 7 
49. /discrete8 = 8 
50. /discrete9 = 9 
51. /discrete10 = 10 
52. /discrete11 = 11 
53. /discrete12 = 12 
54. /discrete13 = 13 
55. /discrete14 = 14 
56. /discrete15 = 15 
57. </values> 
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58.   
59. <expressions> 
60. /scaling = { 
61.  values.boxSize = 20% * values.ratingScaleScalingFactor; 

62.  values.submitButtonSize = 4% * values.ratingScaleScalingFactor; 

63. } 
64. /resetvalence = { 
65.  values.valence1 = 1; 

66.  values.valence2 = 2; 

67.  values.valence3 = 3; 

68.  values.valence4 = 4; 

69.  values.valence5 = 5; 

70.  values.valenceSelected = 0; 

71. } 
72. /resetarousal = { 
73.  values.arousal1 = 1; 

74.  values.arousal2 = 2; 

75.  values.arousal3 = 3; 

76.  values.arousal4 = 4; 

77.  values.arousal5 = 5; 

78.  values.arousalSelected = 0; 

79. } 
80. /resetdominance = { 
81.  values.dominance1 = 1; 

82.  values.dominance2 = 2; 

83.  values.dominance3 = 3; 

84.  values.dominance4 = 4; 

85.  values.dominance5 = 5; 

86.  values.dominanceSelected = 0; 

87. } 
88. /resetdiscrete = { 
89.  values.discrete1 = 1; 

90.  values.discrete2 = 2; 

91.  values.discrete3 = 3; 

92.  values.discrete4 = 4; 

93.  values.discrete5 = 5; 

94.  values.discrete6 = 6; 

95.  values.discrete7 = 7; 

96.  values.discrete8 = 8; 

97.  values.discrete9 = 9; 

98.  values.discrete10 = 10; 

99.  values.discrete11 = 11; 

100.  values.discrete12 = 12; 

101.  values.discrete13 = 13; 

102.  values.discrete14 = 14; 

103.  values.discrete15 = 15; 

104. } 

105. /savediscrete = { 

106.  values.discrete1 = floor((values.discrete1-1)/15); 

107.  values.discrete2 = floor((values.discrete2-1)/15); 

108.  values.discrete3 = floor((values.discrete3-1)/15); 

109.  values.discrete4 = floor((values.discrete4-1)/15); 

110.  values.discrete5 = floor((values.discrete5-1)/15); 

111.  values.discrete6 = floor((values.discrete6-1)/15); 

112.  values.discrete7 = floor((values.discrete7-1)/15); 

113.  values.discrete8 = floor((values.discrete8-1)/15); 

114.  values.discrete9 = floor((values.discrete9-1)/15); 

115.  values.discrete10 = floor((values.discrete10-1)/15); 

116.  values.discrete11 = floor((values.discrete11-1)/15); 

117.  values.discrete12 = floor((values.discrete12-1)/15); 

118.  values.discrete13 = floor((values.discrete13-1)/15); 

119.  values.discrete14 = floor((values.discrete14-1)/15); 

120.  values.discrete15 = floor((values.discrete15-1)/15); 

121. } 

122. </expressions> 

123.   

124. <data> 

125. / columns = [build, computer.platform, subject, group, date, time, blocknum, 

blockcode, 

126.  trialnum, trialcode, stimulusnumber, stimulusitem, values.trialnumber, 

values.playcount, values.targetIndex, values.sentence, values.condition, 

127. response, values.rt, values.valenceSelected, values.arousalselected, 

values.dominanceselected, 

128. values.discrete1, values.discrete2, values.discrete3, values.discrete4, 

values.discrete5, values.discrete6, values.discrete7,  
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129. values.discrete8, values.discrete9, values.discrete10, values.discrete11, 

values.discrete12, values.discrete13, values.discrete14, values.discrete15, 

values.completed] 

130. / labels = true 

131. </data> 

132.   

133. / columns = (, date, time, blockcode, blocknum, trialcode, trialnum, 

134. values.targetIndex, values.target, values.valenceSelected, values.arousalSelected, 

values.dominanceSelected, values.rt, values.boxSize) 

135.   

136. ********************************************** 

137. STIMULI 

138. ********************************************** 

139. <include> 

140. / file = "stimuli_visual.iqx" 

141. / file = "stimuli_audio_MP3.iqx" 

142. / file = "textrating.iqx" 

143. / file = "instructions_demographics.iqx" 

144. </include> 

145.   

146. ********************************************** 

147. TRIALS 

148. ********************************************** 

149. Note: trial.manikins_start 

150. prepares each trial by resetting crucial values and selecting the next target 

picture 

151.   

152. <trial manikins_start> 

153. / ontrialbegin = [ 

154. expressions.resetvalence; 

155. expressions.resetarousal; 

156. expressions.resetdominance; 

157. expressions.resetdiscrete; 

158.   

159. values.rt = ""; 

160. values.startTime = "";  

161. values.playcount= 0; 

162. values.trialnumber +=1; 

163. values.condition = list.conditionNumbers.nextvalue; 

164. values.sentence = list.sentenceNumbers.nextvalue; 

165. values.targetIndex = 20*(values.condition-1)+values.sentence; 

166. ] 

167. / ontrialend = [values.startTime = script.elapsedtime] 

168. / branch = [trial.playsound] 

169. / recorddata = false 

170. / trialduration = 0 

171. </trial> 

172.   

173. <trial testpics> 

174. / stimulusframes = [1 = valence1, valence2, valence3, valence4, valence5, 

175.  arousal1, arousal2, arousal3, arousal4, arousal5, dominance1, dominance2,  

176. dominance3, dominance4, dominance5, discrete1, discrete2, discrete3,discrete4, 

177.  discrete5, discrete6, discrete7, discrete8, discrete9, discrete10,discrete11, 

discrete12,discrete13, discrete14, discrete15; 2 = sentence] 

178. / responseinterrupt = trial 

179. / trialduration = 5000 

180. </trial> 

181.   

182. <trial playsound> 

183. / stimulusframes = [1 = audioprogress, audiofragment] 

184. /ontrialbegin = [values.playcount+=1] 

185. / responseinterrupt = trial 

186. / trialduration = 0 

187. / recorddata = false 

188. / branch = [trial.soundrating] 

189. </trial> 

190.   

191. <trial soundrating> 

192. / inputdevice = mouse 

193. / stimulusframes = [2 = play; 3 = submit; 4 = valence1, valence2, valence3, 

valence4, valence5, arousal1, arousal2, arousal3, arousal4, arousal5,  

194. dominance1, dominance2, dominance3, dominance4, dominance5, discrete1, discrete2, 

discrete3, 

195.  discrete4, discrete5, discrete6, discrete7, discrete8, discrete9, discrete10, 

discrete11, discrete12, discrete13, discrete14, discrete15] 

196. / validresponse = (play, submit, valence1, valence2, valence3, valence4, valence5,  
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197. arousal1, arousal2, arousal3, arousal4, arousal5, dominance1, dominance2, 

dominance3, dominance4, dominance5, discrete1, discrete2, discrete3, 

198.  discrete4, discrete5, discrete6, discrete7, discrete8, discrete9, discrete10, 

discrete11, discrete12, discrete13, discrete14, discrete15) 

199. / responseinterrupt = trial 

200. / recorddata = false 

201. / monkeyresponse=("valence4"; "arousal4"; "dominance4"; "discrete13"; "submit") 

202. / ontrialbegin = [values.filename = video.audiofragment.name ] 

203. / ontrialend = [ 

204.  if (trial.soundrating.response == "valence1" && values.valence1 == 1 ){ 

205.   expressions.resetvalence; 

206.   values.valence1 += 5; 

207.   values.valenceSelected = 1; 

208.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "valence2" && values.valence2 == 

2 ){ 

209.   expressions.resetvalence; 

210.   values.valence2 += 5; 

211.   values.valenceSelected = 2; 

212.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "valence3" && values.valence3 == 

3 ){ 

213.   expressions.resetvalence; 

214.   values.valence3 += 5; 

215.   values.valenceSelected = 3; 

216.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "valence4" && values.valence4 == 

4){ 

217.   expressions.resetvalence; 

218.   values.valence4 += 5; 

219.   values.valenceSelected = 4; 

220.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "valence5" && values.valence5 == 

5){ 

221.   expressions.resetvalence; 

222.   values.valence5 += 5; 

223.   values.valenceSelected = 5; 

224.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "arousal1" && values.arousal1 == 

1 ){ 

225.   expressions.resetarousal; 

226.   values.arousal1 += 5; 

227.   values.arousalSelected = 1; 

228.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "arousal2" && values.arousal2 == 

2 ){ 

229.   expressions.resetarousal; 

230.   values.arousal2 += 5; 

231.   values.arousalSelected = 2; 

232.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "arousal3" && values.arousal3 == 

3 ){ 

233.   expressions.resetarousal; 

234.   values.arousal3 += 5; 

235.   values.arousalSelected = 3; 

236.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "arousal4" && values.arousal4 == 

4 ){ 

237.   expressions.resetarousal; 

238.   values.arousal4 += 5; 

239.   values.arousalSelected = 4; 

240.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "arousal5" && values.arousal5 == 

5 ){ 

241.   expressions.resetarousal; 

242.   values.arousal5 += 5; 

243.   values.arousalSelected = 5; 

244.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "dominance1" && values.dominance1 

== 1 ){ 

245.   expressions.resetdominance; 

246.   values.dominance1 += 5; 

247.   values.dominanceSelected = 1; 

248.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "dominance2" && values.dominance2 

== 2 ){ 

249.   expressions.resetdominance; 

250.   values.dominance2 += 5; 

251.   values.dominanceSelected = 2; 

252.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "dominance3" && values.dominance3 

== 3 ){ 

253.   expressions.resetdominance; 

254.   values.dominance3 += 5; 

255.   values.dominanceSelected = 3; 

256.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "dominance4" && values.dominance4 

== 4 ){ 

257.   expressions.resetdominance; 

258.   values.dominance4 += 5; 
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259.   values.dominanceSelected = 4; 

260.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "dominance5" && values.dominance5 

== 5 ){ 

261.   expressions.resetdominance; 

262.   values.dominance5 += 5; 

263.   values.dominanceSelected = 5; 

264.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete1"){ 

265.   values.discrete1 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete1-1)/15)+1); 

266.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete2"){ 

267.   values.discrete2 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete2-1)/15)+1); 

268.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete3"){ 

269.   values.discrete3 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete3-1)/15)+1); 

270.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete4"){ 

271.   values.discrete4 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete4-1)/15)+1); 

272.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete5"){ 

273.   values.discrete5 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete5-1)/15)+1); 

274.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete6"){ 

275.   values.discrete6 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete6-1)/15)+1); 

276.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete7"){ 

277.   values.discrete7 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete7-1)/15)+1); 

278.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete8"){ 

279.   values.discrete8 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete8-1)/15)+1); 

280.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete9"){ 

281.   values.discrete9 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete9-1)/15)+1); 

282.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete10"){ 

283.   values.discrete10 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete10-1)/15)+1); 

284.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete11"){ 

285.   values.discrete11 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete11-1)/15)+1); 

286.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete12"){ 

287.   values.discrete12 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete12-1)/15)+1); 

288.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete13"){ 

289.   values.discrete13 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete13-1)/15)+1); 

290.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete14"){ 

291.   values.discrete14 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete14-1)/15)+1); 

292.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete15"){ 

293.   if (values.discrete15 ==15){ 

294.    expressions.resetdiscrete; 

295.   }; 

296.   values.discrete15 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete15-1)/15)+1);

    

297.  }; 

298.  if (trial.soundrating.response == "discrete1"||trial.soundrating.response 

== "discrete2"||trial.soundrating.response == "discrete3"||trial.soundrating.response 

== "discrete4"||trial.soundrating.response == "discrete5"||trial.soundrating.response 

== "discrete6"||trial.soundrating.response == "discrete7"||trial.soundrating.response 

== "discrete8"||trial.soundrating.response == "discrete9"||trial.soundrating.response 

== "discrete10"||trial.soundrating.response == 

"discrete11"||trial.soundrating.response == "discrete12"||trial.soundrating.response 

== "discrete13"||trial.soundrating.response == "discrete14"){ 

299.   values.discrete15 = 15; 

300.  } 

301. ] 

302. / branch = [ 

303.  if (trial.soundrating.response == "submit" && values.valenceSelected>0 && 

values.arousalSelected>0 && values.dominanceSelected>0 && 

values.discrete1+values.discrete2+values.discrete3+values.discrete4+values.discrete5+v

alues.discrete6+values.discrete7+values.discrete8+values.discrete9+values.discrete10+v

alues.discrete11+values.discrete12+values.discrete13+values.discrete14+values.discrete

15>120){ 

304.   values.rt = script.elapsedtime - values.startTime; 

305.   trial.storeManikinData 

306.  } else if (trial.soundrating.response == "play") { 

307.   trial.playsound 

308.  } else { 

309.   trial.soundrating 

310.  } 

311. ] 

312. </trial> 

313.   

314. <trial storeManikinData> 

315. / stimulusframes = [1 = emptyshape, nexttext] 

316. / trialduration = 200 

317. /ontrialbegin = [ 

318. expressions.savediscrete 

319. ] 

320. /branch = [ 

321. if (values.trialnumber < values.numberofaudiotrials){ 
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322. trial.manikins_start 

323. } 

324. ] 

325. </trial> 

326.   

327. <block Part1_Sound_Rating> 

328. /onblockbegin = [ 

329. values.trialnumber =0; 

330. list.sentenceNumbers.reset(); 

331. list.conditionNumbers.reset(); 

332. ] 

333. /trials = [1 =  manikins_start] 

334. / preinstructions = (introsound) 

335. </block> 

336.   

337. <block Part2_Text_Rating> 

338. /onblockbegin = [ 

339. values.trialnumber =0; 

340. list.sentenceNumbers.reset(); 

341. list.conditionNumbers.reset(); 

342. values.condition = 0; 

343. ] 

344. /trials = [1 =  textmanikins_start] 

345. / preinstructions = (introtext) 

346. </block> 

347.   

348.   

349. *****survey****************** 

350. <survey last_questions> 

351. /pages = [1 = demographics; 2 = manipcheck; 3 = too] 

352. </survey> 

353.   

354. ************************************************************************************

******************************* 

355. ************************************************************************************

******************************* 

356.  SUMMARY: stores the summary variables to the datafile 

357. ************************************************************************************

******************************* 

358. ************************************************************************************

******************************* 

359. <trial summary> 

360. /trialduration = 0 

361. /ontrialend = [values.completed = 1] 

362. </trial> 

363.   

364. <block summaryblock> 

365. /trials = [1 = summary] 

366. </block> 

367.   

368. <expt experiment> 

369. / preinstructions = (introwelcome, introstructure) 

370. / postinstructions = (end) 

371. / onexptbegin = [expressions.scaling] 

372. /blocks = [1=Part1_Sound_Rating; 2 = Part2_Text_Rating; 3 = last_questions; 4 = 

summaryblock] 

373. </expt> 

374.   

375. <defaults> 

376. / fontstyle = ("Arial", 2%, false, false, false, false, 5, 1) 

377. </defaults> 

9.2 Text Rating Code 
This code creates the rating task for text stimuli: 

1. ********************************************** 

2. TEXT RATING TRIALS 

3. ********************************************** 

4. Note: trial.manikins_start 

5. prepares each trial by resetting crucial values and selecting the next target picture 

6.   

7. <trial textmanikins_start> 

8. / ontrialbegin = [ 
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9. expressions.resetvalence; 

10. expressions.resetarousal; 
11. expressions.resetdominance; 
12. expressions.resetdiscrete; 
13.   
14. values.rt = ""; 
15. values.startTime = "";  

16. values.playcount= 0; 
17. values.trialnumber +=1; 
18. values.sentence = list.sentenceNumbers.nextvalue; 
19. values.targetIndex = values.sentence; 
20. ] 
21. / ontrialend = [values.startTime = script.elapsedtime] 
22. / branch = [trial.showtext] 
23. / recorddata = false 
24. / trialduration = 0 
25. </trial> 
26.   
27. <trial showtext> 
28. / stimulusframes = [1 = textprogress, sentence] 
29. /ontrialbegin = [values.playcount+=1] 
30. / responseinterrupt = trial 
31. / trialduration = 0 
32. / recorddata = false 
33. / branch = [trial.textrating] 
34. </trial> 
35.   
36. <trial textrating> 
37. / inputdevice = mouse 
38. / stimulusframes = [3 = submit; 4 = valence1, valence2, valence3, valence4, valence5, 

arousal1, arousal2, arousal3, arousal4, arousal5,  

39. dominance1, dominance2, dominance3, dominance4, dominance5, discrete1, discrete2, 
discrete3, 

40.  discrete4, discrete5, discrete6, discrete7, discrete8, discrete9, discrete10, 
discrete11, discrete12, discrete13, discrete14, discrete15] 

41. / validresponse = (submit, valence1, valence2, valence3, valence4, valence5,  
42. arousal1, arousal2, arousal3, arousal4, arousal5, dominance1, dominance2, dominance3, 

dominance4, dominance5, discrete1, discrete2, discrete3, 

43.  discrete4, discrete5, discrete6, discrete7, discrete8, discrete9, discrete10, 
discrete11, discrete12, discrete13, discrete14, discrete15) 

44. / responseinterrupt = trial 
45. / recorddata = false 
46. / monkeyresponse=("valence4"; "arousal4"; "dominance4"; "discrete13"; "submit") 
47. / ontrialbegin = [values.filename = text.sentence.item] 
48. / ontrialend = [ 
49.  if (trial.textrating.response == "valence1" && values.valence1 == 1 ){ 

50.   expressions.resetvalence; 

51.   values.valence1 += 5; 

52.   values.valenceSelected = 1; 

53.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "valence2" && values.valence2 == 2 ){ 

54.   expressions.resetvalence; 

55.   values.valence2 += 5; 

56.   values.valenceSelected = 2; 

57.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "valence3" && values.valence3 == 3 ){ 

58.   expressions.resetvalence; 

59.   values.valence3 += 5; 

60.   values.valenceSelected = 3; 

61.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "valence4" && values.valence4 == 4){ 

62.   expressions.resetvalence; 

63.   values.valence4 += 5; 

64.   values.valenceSelected = 4; 

65.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "valence5" && values.valence5 == 5){ 

66.   expressions.resetvalence; 

67.   values.valence5 += 5; 

68.   values.valenceSelected = 5; 

69.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "arousal1" && values.arousal1 == 1 ){ 

70.   expressions.resetarousal; 

71.   values.arousal1 += 5; 

72.   values.arousalSelected = 1; 

73.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "arousal2" && values.arousal2 == 2 ){ 

74.   expressions.resetarousal; 

75.   values.arousal2 += 5; 

76.   values.arousalSelected = 2; 

77.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "arousal3" && values.arousal3 == 3 ){ 

78.   expressions.resetarousal; 

79.   values.arousal3 += 5; 

80.   values.arousalSelected = 3; 
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81.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "arousal4" && values.arousal4 == 4 ){ 

82.   expressions.resetarousal; 

83.   values.arousal4 += 5; 

84.   values.arousalSelected = 4; 

85.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "arousal5" && values.arousal5 == 5 ){ 

86.   expressions.resetarousal; 

87.   values.arousal5 += 5; 

88.   values.arousalSelected = 5; 

89.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "dominance1" && values.dominance1 == 1 ){ 

90.   expressions.resetdominance; 

91.   values.dominance1 += 5; 

92.   values.dominanceSelected = 1; 

93.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "dominance2" && values.dominance2 == 2 ){ 

94.   expressions.resetdominance; 

95.   values.dominance2 += 5; 

96.   values.dominanceSelected = 2; 

97.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "dominance3" && values.dominance3 == 3 ){ 

98.   expressions.resetdominance; 

99.   values.dominance3 += 5; 

100.   values.dominanceSelected = 3; 

101.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "dominance4" && values.dominance4 

== 4 ){ 

102.   expressions.resetdominance; 

103.   values.dominance4 += 5; 

104.   values.dominanceSelected = 4; 

105.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "dominance5" && values.dominance5 

== 5 ){ 

106.   expressions.resetdominance; 

107.   values.dominance5 += 5; 

108.   values.dominanceSelected = 5; 

109.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete1"){ 

110.   values.discrete1 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete1-1)/15)+1); 

111.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete2"){ 

112.   values.discrete2 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete2-1)/15)+1); 

113.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete3"){ 

114.   values.discrete3 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete3-1)/15)+1); 

115.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete4"){ 

116.   values.discrete4 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete4-1)/15)+1); 

117.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete5"){ 

118.   values.discrete5 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete5-1)/15)+1); 

119.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete6"){ 

120.   values.discrete6 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete6-1)/15)+1); 

121.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete7"){ 

122.   values.discrete7 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete7-1)/15)+1); 

123.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete8"){ 

124.   values.discrete8 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete8-1)/15)+1); 

125.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete9"){ 

126.   values.discrete9 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete9-1)/15)+1); 

127.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete10"){ 

128.   values.discrete10 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete10-1)/15)+1); 

129.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete11"){ 

130.   values.discrete11 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete11-1)/15)+1); 

131.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete12"){ 

132.   values.discrete12 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete12-1)/15)+1); 

133.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete13"){ 

134.   values.discrete13 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete13-1)/15)+1); 

135.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete14"){ 

136.   values.discrete14 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete14-1)/15)+1); 

137.  } else if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete15"){ 

138.   if (values.discrete15 ==15){ 

139.    expressions.resetdiscrete; 

140.   }; 

141.   values.discrete15 += 15*(-2*floor((values.discrete15-1)/15)+1);

    

142.  }; 

143.  if (trial.textrating.response == "discrete1"||trial.textrating.response == 

"discrete2"||trial.textrating.response == "discrete3"||trial.textrating.response == 

"discrete4"||trial.textrating.response == "discrete5"||trial.textrating.response == 

"discrete6"||trial.textrating.response == "discrete7"||trial.textrating.response == 

"discrete8"||trial.textrating.response == "discrete9"||trial.textrating.response == 

"discrete10"||trial.textrating.response == "discrete11"||trial.textrating.response == 

"discrete12"||trial.textrating.response == "discrete13"||trial.textrating.response == 

"discrete14"){ 

144.   values.discrete15 = 15; 

145.  } 

146. ] 

147. / branch = [ 
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148.  if (trial.textrating.response == "submit" && values.valenceSelected>0 && 

values.arousalSelected>0 && values.dominanceSelected>0 && 

values.discrete1+values.discrete2+values.discrete3+values.discrete4+values.discrete5+v

alues.discrete6+values.discrete7+values.discrete8+values.discrete9+values.discrete10+v

alues.discrete11+values.discrete12+values.discrete13+values.discrete14+values.discrete

15>120){ 

149.   values.rt = script.elapsedtime - values.startTime; 

150.   trial.textstoreManikinData 

151.  } else { 

152.   trial.textrating 

153.  } 

154. ] 

155. </trial> 

156.   

157. <trial textstoreManikinData> 

158. /ontrialbegin = [ 

159. expressions.savediscrete 

160. ] 

161. / stimulusframes = [1 = emptyshape, nexttext] 

162. / trialduration = 200 

163. /branch = [if (values.trialnumber < values.numberoftexttrials) 

{trial.textmanikins_start} ] 

164. </trial> 

9.3 Instructions & Demographics Code 
This code creates the instruction for guiding the participant through the experiment and creates the 

survey questions for demographics and manipulation checks. 

1. ************************************************** 

2. MTP - Bas Ravoo 

3. demographics and instructions 

4. ************************************************** 

5. <instruct> 

6. / fontstyle = ("Arial", 3.5%, true, false, false, false, 5, 1) 

7. / txcolor = black 

8. / screencolor = white 

9. / inputdevice = mouse 

10. / windowsize = (60%, 60%) 
11. / nextlabel = "next" 
12. / prevlabel = "back" 
13. / finishlabel = "next" 
14. </instruct> 
15.   
16. ************Instructions**************** 
17. <page introwelcome> 
18. ^^^Welcome to the experiment "Emotions in voice" 
19. ^^^Thank you for your contribution! 
20. ^^^Make sure you understand the instructions before you continue! 
21. </page> 
22.   
23. <page introstructure> 
24. ^^This experiment consists of three parts: 
25. ^-49 audio fragments to be rated 
26. ^-20 texts to be rated 
27. ^-some additional questions 
28. </page> 
29.   
30. <page introsound> 
31. ^^Part1 - audio 
32. ^^Your task is to judge what emotion the speaker is experiencing. On the next page you 

will hear your first audio fragment out 49 in total. 

33. </page> 
34.   
35. <page introtext> 
36. ^^Part2 - text 
37. ^^Your task is to judge what emotion the sentence is expressing. On the next page you 

will see the first text sentencence out of 20 in total 

38. </page> 
39.   
40. <page end>  
41. ^^You have finished the experiment! 
42. ^^^^If you have any questions or comments about the  
43. experiment, please discuss them with the experimenter! :) 
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44. ^^^ Thank you! 
45. </page> 
46.   
47.   
48. *************questions************ 
49. <radiobuttons sex> 
50. /caption = "What is your sex?" 
51. / options = ("Female",  
52. "Male",  
53. "I prefer not to answer this question") 
54. /other = "Other (please specify):" 
55. /required = true 
56. /orientation = vertical 
57. </radiobuttons> 
58.   
59. <textbox age> 
60. / caption = "Age" 
61. / mask = positiveinteger 
62. / range = (18, 110) 
63. </textbox> 
64.   
65. <radiobuttons experience> 
66. /caption = "How often do you experience computers using voice to communicate with you, 

such as for instance Siri, Alexa, or Google Translate?" 

67. / options = ("Never", "Rarely", "Sometimes","Weekly", "Daily") 
68. /orientation = vertical 
69. / required = true 
70. </radiobuttons> 
71.   
72. <radiobuttons nationality> 
73. /caption = "What is your nationality?" 
74. / options = ("Dutch") 
75. /other = "Other (please specify):" 
76. /required = true 
77. /orientation = vertical 
78. </radiobuttons> 
79.   
80. <slider toohigh> 
81. / caption = "...too high pitched speech?" 
82. / labels= ("0%", "100%") 
83. / increment = 10 
84. / required = true 
85. / range = (0, 100) 
86. / slidersize = (40%, 4%) 
87. / showticks = true 
88. </slider> 
89. <slider toolow> 
90. / caption = "...too low pitched speech?" 
91. / labels= ("0%", "100%") 
92. / increment = 10 
93. / required = true 
94. / range = (0, 100) 
95. / slidersize = (40%, 4%) 
96. / showticks = true 
97. </slider> 
98. <slider toofast> 
99. / caption = "...too fast speech?" 
100. / labels= ("0%", "100%") 

101. / increment = 10 

102. / required = true 

103. / range = (0, 100) 

104. / slidersize = (40%, 4%) 

105. / showticks = true 

106. </slider> 

107. <slider tooslow> 

108. / caption = "...too slow speech?" 

109. / labels= ("0%", "100%") 

110. / increment = 10 

111. / required = true 

112. / range = (0, 100) 

113. / slidersize = (40%, 4%) 

114. / showticks = true 

115. </slider> 

116.   

117. <radiobuttons ratemanipcheck> 

118. / caption = "Till what extend did the speaking rate vary between the different audio 

fragments?" 
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119. / options = ("not at all", "slightly", "moderately", "very", "extremely") 

120. / orientation = horizontal 

121. / required = true 

122. </radiobuttons> 

123.   

124. <radiobuttons pitchmanipcheck> 

125. / caption = "Till what extend did the pitch of the speaker's voice vary between the 

different audio fragments?" 

126. / options = ("not at all", "slightly", "moderately", "very", "extremely") 

127. / orientation = horizontal 

128. / required = true 

129. </radiobuttons> 

130.   

131. ****************pages**************** 

132. <surveypage demographics> 

133. / questions = [1 = age; 2=sex; 3=experience; 4 = nationality] 

134. /showpagenumbers = false 

135. /showquestionnumbers = false 

136. </surveypage> 

137.   

138. <surveypage manipcheck> 

139. /questions = [1 = ratemanipcheck; 2 = pitchmanipcheck] 

140. /showpagenumbers = false 

141. /showquestionnumbers = false 

142. </surveypage> 

143.   

144. <surveypage too> 

145. / caption = "How many audio fragments did you think contained: " 

146. /questions = [1 = toohigh; 2 = toolow; 3 = toofast; 4=tooslow] 

147. /showpagenumbers = false 

148. /showquestionnumbers = false 

149. </surveypage> 

  

9.4 Visual Stimuli Code 
This script creates or references visual stimuli: 

1. ************************************************** 

2. MTP - Bas Ravoo 

3. STIMULI - Manikins, buttons & on screen texts 

4. ************************************************** 

5. <item stimulusiteration> 

6. /1="Stimulus = <% values.targetIndex %>" 

7. </item> 

8.   

9. <item progress> 

10. /1="<% script.currentblock %> - page <% values.trialnumber %> / <% 
values.numberofaudiotrials %>" 

11. /2="<% script.currentblock %> - page <% values.trialnumber %> / <% 
values.numberoftexttrials %>" 

12. </item> 
13.   
14. <picture play> 
15. / items = ("replay.png") 
16. /valign  = center 
17. / erase = false 
18. /vposition = 5% 
19. /hposition = 50% 
20. /size = (10%, 10%) 
21. </picture> 
22.   
23. <text nexttext> 
24. /items = ("Next sound is coming") 
25. </text> 
26.   
27. <text audioprogress> 
28. /items = progress 
29. /select = 1 
30. /fontstyle = ("Arial", 10pt) 
31. /vposition = 95% 
32. /hposition = 85% 
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33. /erase = false 
34. </text> 
35.   
36. <text textprogress> 
37. /items = progress 
38. /select = 2 
39. /fontstyle = ("Arial", 10pt) 
40. /vposition = 95% 
41. /hposition = 85% 
42. /erase = false 
43. </text> 
44.   
45. <text submit> 
46. / items = ("submit") 
47. / fontstyle = ("Arial", values.submitButtonSize, false, false, false, false, 5, 1) 
48. / txbgcolor = black 
49. / txcolor = white 
50. / size = (values.submitButtonSize*10, values.submitButtonSize) 
51. / vjustify = center 
52. / hjustify = center 
53. / hposition = picture.discrete11.hposition 
54. /vposition = picture.discrete11.vposition + 1.3*picture.discrete11.height 
55. / valign = top 
56. / erase = false 
57. </text> 
58.   
59. <shape emptyshape> 
60. / shape = circle 
61. / color = (255,255,255) 
62. / position = (50%, 50%) 
63. / size=(3000, 3000) 
64. </shape> 
65.   
66. <item sentences> 
67. / 1 = "A bag is in the room." 
68. / 2 = "I see a rug on the floor." 
69. / 3 = "Containers have a blue lid." 
70. / 4 = "Lots of bins are in the room." 
71. / 5 = "Digital clocks are common." 
72. / 6 = "Our body is made of water." 
73. / 7 = "Four drawers are in the cabinet." 
74. / 8 = "Red pipes are metallic." 
75. / 9 = "He stands on the deck." 
76. / 10 = "This is a garbage can." 
77. / 11 = "Her book is under her bed." 
78. / 12 = "Some tablecloths are in the basket." 
79. / 13 = "Her camera is in the bag." 
80. / 14 = "The earth is round." 
81. / 15 = "His glasses are on the table." 
82. / 16 = "There are magnets on the fridge." 
83. / 17 = "My spoon is on the table." 
84. / 18 = "This table is brown." 
85. / 19 = "One towel is folded." 
86. / 20 = "Your music sheets are on the stand." 
87. </item> 
88.   
89. <text sentence> 
90. / items = sentences 
91. /select = values.targetIndex 
92. / position = (50%, 5%)  
93. / fontstyle = ("Arial", 3.43%, true, false, false, false, 5, 1) 
94. /erase = false 
95. </text> 
96.   
97. ************************************** 
98. Manikins 
99. ************************************** 
100. <item valence> 

101. /1 = "valence1.png" 

102. /2 = "valence2.png" 

103. /3 = "valence3.png" 

104. /4 = "valence4.png" 

105. /5 = "valence5.png" 

106. /6 = "valence1_hl.png" 

107. /7 = "valence2_hl.png" 

108. /8 = "valence3_hl.png" 

109. /9 = "valence4_hl.png" 
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110. /10 = "valence5_hl.png" 

111. </item> 

112.   

113. <picture valence1> 

114. / items = valence 

115. / select = values.valence1 

116. /valign  = top 

117. / hposition = picture.valence2.hposition - 0.8*picture.valence3.width 

118. /vposition = picture.valence3.vposition 

119. / erase = false 

120. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

121. </picture> 

122. <picture valence2> 

123. / items = valence 

124. / select = values.valence2 

125. /valign  = top 

126. / hposition = picture.valence3.hposition - 0.8*picture.valence3.width 

127. /vposition = picture.valence3.vposition 

128. / erase = false 

129. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

130. </picture> 

131. <picture valence3> 

132. / items = valence 

133. / select = values.valence3 

134. /valign  = top 

135. / hposition = 50% 

136. /vposition = values.ratingScalePosition 

137. / erase = false 

138. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

139. </picture> 

140. <picture valence4> 

141. / items = valence 

142. / select = values.valence4 

143. / hposition = picture.valence3.hposition + 0.8*picture.valence3.width 

144. /vposition = picture.valence3.vposition 

145. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

146. / erase = false 

147. /valign  = top 

148. </picture> 

149. <picture valence5> 

150. / items = valence 

151. / select = values.valence5 

152. / hposition = picture.valence4.hposition + 0.8*picture.valence3.width 

153. /vposition = picture.valence3.vposition 

154. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

155. / erase = false 

156. /valign  = top 

157. </picture> 

158.   

159. <item arousal> 

160. /1 = "arousal1.png" 

161. /2 = "arousal2.png" 

162. /3 = "arousal3.png" 

163. /4 = "arousal4.png" 

164. /5 = "arousal5.png" 

165. /6 = "arousal1_hl.png" 

166. /7 = "arousal2_hl.png" 

167. /8 = "arousal3_hl.png" 

168. /9 = "arousal4_hl.png" 

169. /10 = "arousal5_hl.png" 

170. </item> 

171. <picture arousal1> 

172. / items = arousal 

173. / select = values.arousal1 

174. /valign  = top 

175. / hposition = picture.arousal2.hposition - 0.8*picture.arousal3.width 

176. /vposition = picture.arousal3.vposition 

177. / erase = false 

178. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

179. </picture> 

180. <picture arousal2> 

181. / items = arousal 

182. / select = values.arousal2 

183. /valign  = top 

184. / hposition = picture.arousal3.hposition - 0.8*picture.arousal3.width 

185. /vposition = picture.arousal3.vposition 

186. / erase = false 
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187. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

188. </picture> 

189. <picture arousal3> 

190. / items = arousal 

191. / select = values.arousal3 

192. /valign  = top 

193. / hposition = 50% 

194. /vposition = picture.valence3.vposition + 1.3*picture.valence3.height 

195. / erase = false 

196. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

197. </picture> 

198. <picture arousal4> 

199. / items = arousal 

200. / select = values.arousal4 

201. / hposition = picture.arousal3.hposition + 0.8*picture.arousal3.width 

202. /vposition = picture.arousal3.vposition 

203. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

204. / erase = false 

205. /valign  = top 

206. </picture> 

207. <picture arousal5> 

208. / items = arousal 

209. / select = values.arousal5 

210. / hposition = picture.arousal4.hposition + 0.8*picture.arousal3.width 

211. /vposition = picture.arousal3.vposition 

212. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

213. / erase = false 

214. /valign  = top 

215. </picture> 

216.   

217. <item dominance> 

218. /1 = "dominance1.png" 

219. /2 = "dominance2.png" 

220. /3 = "dominance3.png" 

221. /4 = "dominance4.png" 

222. /5 = "dominance5.png" 

223. /6 = "dominance1_hl.png" 

224. /7 = "dominance2_hl.png" 

225. /8 = "dominance3_hl.png" 

226. /9 = "dominance4_hl.png" 

227. /10 = "dominance5_hl.png" 

228. </item> 

229. <picture dominance1> 

230. / items = dominance 

231. / select = values.dominance1 

232. /valign  = top 

233. / hposition = picture.dominance2.hposition - 0.8*picture.dominance3.width 

234. /vposition = picture.dominance3.vposition 

235. / erase = false 

236. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

237. </picture> 

238. <picture dominance2> 

239. / items = dominance 

240. / select = values.dominance2 

241. /valign  = top 

242. / hposition = picture.dominance3.hposition - 0.8*picture.dominance3.width 

243. /vposition = picture.dominance3.vposition 

244. / erase = false 

245. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

246. </picture> 

247. <picture dominance3> 

248. / items = dominance 

249. / select = values.dominance3 

250. /valign  = top 

251. / hposition = 50% 

252. /vposition = picture.arousal3.vposition + 1.3*picture.arousal3.height 

253. / erase = false 

254. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

255. </picture> 

256. <picture dominance4> 

257. / items = dominance 

258. / select = values.dominance4 

259. / hposition = picture.dominance3.hposition + 0.8*picture.dominance3.width 

260. /vposition = picture.dominance3.vposition 

261. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

262. / erase = false 

263. /valign  = top 
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264. </picture> 

265. <picture dominance5> 

266. / items = dominance 

267. / select = values.dominance5 

268. / hposition = picture.dominance4.hposition + 0.8*picture.dominance3.width 

269. /vposition = picture.dominance3.vposition 

270. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

271. / erase = false 

272. /valign  = top 

273. </picture> 

274.   

275. <item discrete> 

276. / 1 = "1.png" 

277. / 2 = "2.png" 

278. / 3 = "3.png" 

279. / 4 = "4.png" 

280. / 5 = "5.png" 

281. / 6 = "6.png" 

282. / 7 = "7.png" 

283. / 8 = "8.png" 

284. / 9 = "9.png" 

285. / 10 = "10.png" 

286. / 11 = "11.png" 

287. / 12 = "12.png" 

288. / 13 = "13.png" 

289. / 14 = "14.png" 

290. / 15 = "15.png" 

291. / 16 = "1h.png" 

292. / 17 = "2h.png" 

293. / 18 = "3h.png" 

294. / 19 = "4h.png" 

295. / 20 = "5h.png" 

296. / 21 = "6h.png" 

297. / 22 = "7h.png" 

298. / 23 = "8h.png" 

299. / 24 = "9h.png" 

300. / 25 = "10h.png" 

301. / 26 = "11h.png" 

302. / 27 = "12h.png" 

303. / 28 = "13h.png" 

304. / 29 = "14h.png" 

305. / 30 = "15h.png" 

306. </item> 

307.   

308. <picture discrete1> 

309. / items = discrete 

310. / select = values.discrete1 

311. /valign  = top 

312. / hposition = picture.discrete2.hposition - 0.8*picture.discrete4.width 

313. /vposition = picture.discrete4.vposition 

314. / erase = false 

315. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

316. </picture> 

317. <picture discrete2> 

318. / items = discrete 

319. / select = values.discrete2 

320. /valign  = top 

321. / hposition = picture.discrete3.hposition - 0.8*picture.discrete4.width 

322. /vposition = picture.discrete4.vposition 

323. / erase = false 

324. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

325. </picture> 

326. <picture discrete3> 

327. / items = discrete 

328. / select = values.discrete3 

329. /valign  = top 

330. / hposition = picture.discrete4.hposition - 0.8*picture.discrete4.width 

331. /vposition = picture.discrete4.vposition 

332. / erase = false 

333. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

334. </picture> 

335. the middle one: 

336. <picture discrete4> 

337. / items = discrete 

338. / select = values.discrete4 

339. /valign  = top 

340. / hposition = 50% 
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341. /vposition = picture.dominance3.vposition + 1.3*picture.dominance3.height 

342. / erase = false 

343. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

344. </picture> 

345. <picture discrete5> 

346. / items = discrete 

347. / select = values.discrete5 

348. /valign  = top 

349. / hposition = picture.discrete4.hposition + 0.8*picture.discrete4.width 

350. /vposition = picture.discrete4.vposition 

351. / erase = false 

352. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

353. </picture> 

354. <picture discrete6> 

355. / items = discrete 

356. / select = values.discrete6 

357. /valign  = top 

358. / hposition = picture.discrete5.hposition + 0.8*picture.discrete4.width 

359. /vposition = picture.discrete4.vposition 

360. / erase = false 

361. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

362. </picture> 

363. <picture discrete7> 

364. / items = discrete 

365. / select = values.discrete7 

366. /valign  = top 

367. / hposition = picture.discrete6.hposition + 0.8*picture.discrete4.width 

368. /vposition = picture.discrete4.vposition 

369. / erase = false 

370. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

371. </picture> 

372. <picture discrete8> 

373. / items = discrete 

374. / select = values.discrete8 

375. /valign  = top 

376. / hposition = picture.discrete9.hposition - 0.8*picture.discrete11.width 

377. /vposition = picture.discrete11.vposition 

378. / erase = false 

379. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

380. </picture> 

381. <picture discrete9> 

382. / items = discrete 

383. / select = values.discrete9 

384. /valign  = top 

385. / hposition = picture.discrete10.hposition - 0.8*picture.discrete11.width 

386. /vposition = picture.discrete11.vposition 

387. / erase = false 

388. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

389. </picture> 

390. <picture discrete10> 

391. / items = discrete 

392. / select = values.discrete10 

393. /valign  = top 

394. / hposition = picture.discrete11.hposition - 0.8*picture.discrete11.width 

395. /vposition = picture.discrete11.vposition 

396. / erase = false 

397. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

398. </picture> 

399. middle: 

400. <picture discrete11> 

401. / items = discrete 

402. / select = values.discrete11 

403. /valign  = top 

404. / hposition = 50% 

405. /vposition = picture.discrete4.vposition + picture.discrete4.height 

406. / erase = false 

407. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

408. </picture> 

409. <picture discrete12> 

410. / items = discrete 

411. / select = values.discrete12 

412. /valign  = top 

413. / hposition = picture.discrete11.hposition + 0.8*picture.discrete11.width 

414. /vposition = picture.discrete11.vposition 

415. / erase = false 

416. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

417. </picture> 
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418. <picture discrete13> 

419. / items = discrete 

420. / select = values.discrete13 

421. /valign  = top 

422. / hposition = picture.discrete12.hposition + 0.8*picture.discrete11.width 

423. /vposition = picture.discrete11.vposition 

424. / erase = false 

425. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

426. </picture> 

427. <picture discrete14> 

428. / items = discrete 

429. / select = values.discrete14 

430. /valign  = top 

431. / hposition = picture.discrete13.hposition + 0.8*picture.discrete11.width 

432. /vposition = picture.discrete11.vposition 

433. / erase = false 

434. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

435. </picture> 

436. <picture discrete15> 

437. / items = discrete 

438. / select = values.discrete15 

439. /valign  = top 

440. / hposition = picture.discrete14.hposition + 0.8*picture.discrete11.width 

441. /vposition = picture.discrete11.vposition 

442. / erase = false 

443. / size = (values.boxSize, values.boxSize) 

444. </picture> 

9.5 Audio Stimuli Code 
References to audio stimuli: 

1. ************************************************** 

2. MTP - Bas Ravoo 

3. AUDIO STIMULI incl 980 .mp3 files 

4. condition and sentence numberlist allow random without repeat iterations over 

conditions and sentences 

5. ************************************************** 

6.   

7. <video audiofragment> 

8. /items = sounds 

9. /select = values.targetIndex 

10. </video> 
11.   
12. <list conditionNumbers> 
13. /items = 

(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,3

2,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49) 

14. / replace = false 
15. </list> 
16.   
17. <list sentenceNumbers> 
18. /items = (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20) 
19. / replace = false 
20. </list> 
21.   
22. <item sounds> 
23. / 1 = "1.mp3" 
24. / 2 = "2.mp3" 
25. / 3 = "3.mp3" 
26. / [4-977, hidden to save space] 
27. / 978 = "978.mp3" 
28. / 979 = "979.mp3" 
29. / 980 = "980.mp3" 
30. </item> 

 

 


